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eco-friendly, collection, for a better world
We take care of the little ones, we take care of the planet!

This new Miniland collection is designed for parents who are looking for functional products, but with the minimum environmental impact possible, a trend for a more 
sustainable ecosystem. This new generation of parents enjoys the benefits of eco-friendly products in the care of their children, in favor of a more natural upbringing, also 
encouraging a conscious and environmental behavior.

This year we’re continuing to develop our food range, opting to develop projects with new materials, like PLA (bioplastic from natural, non-petroleum-based materials) and 
wood. We’ve also got a new frog design and another with chicks, in green and purple tones, available for the new articles in the collection.

We’ll have two PLA tableware sets comprising a flat plate, a bowl, a special little baby-led weaning cup and a cutlery set: spoon and fork. We’ve also designed two other 
wooden tableware sets, with silicon suction pads, sold in different formats: bowl with spoon and plate with sections. In both cases, the trend towards baby-led weaning or 
BLW has been very much at the forefront when designing our products.

We will also have some handy lunch boxes, as well as a set of airtight containers, all made from PLA with the new collection patterns.
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naturfeeding 89397

4

ERGONOMIC NURSING PILLOW WITH A 100% ORGANIC 
COTTON COVER

Ergonomic: To breastfeed or bottle-feed your baby more comfortably
This nursing pillow is ideal for breastfeeding or bottle-feeding in the most comfortable 
way, as it relieves the mother’s back, neck and arms and it also provides a more 
comfortable position for the baby too. Also, thanks to its ergonomic design, it adapts 
to the body, providing a stable and relaxed support. You won’t be able to stop using it! 

Multifunctional: You’ll use it more than you think!
You can start using this ergonomic pillow when you are pregnant, it can help you 
during the breastfeeding period and you can even keep using it as a support for the 
baby, helping them to sit up and stimulating their crawling. A versatile and durable 
nursing pillow!

100% organic cotton cover
Its cover, with a design inspired by nature in soft colours, is made from 100% organic 
cotton which is soft and comfortable to the touch, appropriate both for the delicate 
skin of the baby and for mums with more sensitive skins.

Easy to clean
Its removable cotton cover can be machine washed at 30ºC.

100% organic
cotton surface

Ergonomic Easy cleaning

Evolutionary



naturcalm 89396
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ANTI-COLIC BELT WITH SEEDS, A 100% ORGANIC COTTON COVER 
AND A LAVENDER SCENT

100% organic cotton surface

Lavender scent Easy cleaning

Evolutionary

It alleviates your baby’s colic naturally
With this anti-colic belt, you will be able to naturally alleviate the pain caused by 
your baby’s colic and gasses in a pleasant way, thanks to its heat and its relaxing 
lavender scent.

100% organic cotton
With a natural and fun design, this anti-colic belt is made from 100% organic cotton, 
which gives it a soft and comfortable feel that makes it especially appropriate for your 
baby’s delicate skin.

Removable natural seed bag
In its interior you will find a removable bag filled with natural millet and lavender seeds 
that give off a pleasant and relaxing scent. You will be able to remove it to heat it up on 
its own in the microwave.

A belt ergonomically adapted to your baby’s little body
In addition to its reduced size, it adapts to your baby’s different growth stages, thanks 
to its adjustable Velcro fastener.

Easy to use and clean
You will be able to machine wash it at a maximum 30ºC, thanks to its materials and to 
the fact it is so easy to take the seed bag out.



89339 bunny

89338 chip

natur haircare 89338 | 89339
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SET OF CHIP AND BUNNY SOFT BRUSH, COMB AND MASSAGE BRUSH

Natural materials Exceptional quality

At home and in the car Transport bag 

Massage brush Comb with rounded teeth

They care for your baby and the planet
This set of brushes and comb are made of 100% natural wood and other components 
to delicately care for your baby without tugging. They are anti-static, do not break the 
hair and furthermore respect the environment.

Soft brush for newborn babies
This brush of natural, extra-soft bristles is especially designed for newborn babies, 
since not only does it comb but also caresses their scalp, creating a pleasant sensation.

Bristle brush to stimulate hair growth
For larger babies, this wooden bristle brush encourages hair growth, stimulating 
circulation through the brushing while it massages.

Comfy, functional carry bag
Made from 100% organic cotton, this eco-friendly bag is so convenient to always 
have at hand, organized and protected, as well as practical for days when you travel.
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89317 bunny
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natur picneat 89316 | 89317
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SET OF ECO-FRIENDLY NAPKINS AND CUTLERY FOR PICNIC MEALS

Natural materials

To take anywhere

Folding kit for transport

Great capacity

Rounded tips

Anytime enjoyment
Perfect for enjoying a meal anywhere, this eco-friendly set includes a spoon and fork 
of natural wood and an organic cotton napkin to wrap them in, all made of organic 
materials. Let’s look after the little ones – let’s look after the planet!

Design inspired by nature
Both the napkin and the cutlery set, made from natural materials, are decorated with 
animals, to learn to eat and respect their world in a fun way.

100% organic cotton
The napkin is made of 100% organic cotton, very soft on your baby’s skin. Practical 
and functional, it includes an inner pocket, while the press-seal lets you carry the 
folded kit anywhere, to occupy the least space possible.

Sustainable and environmentally friendly cutlery
Of 100% organic, biodegradable material, they are suitable for dishwashers and 
are decorated with animals so that meal times are fun times.

Smooth edges and an ergonomic handle
They help the little one grip both the spoon and the fork, which makes the kit perfect 
for small hands, helping them learn to eat independently.



(500 ml)
89345 chip

(500 ml)
89346 bunny

natur bottle 89345 | 89346

24h
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500ML BOTTLES WITH A SOFT SPONGY FINISH

Always a match with your baby!
Our Chip and Bunny 500ml thermos bottles are the perfect complement to our 
natur thermos containers, so both moms and dads and the little ones can show up 
in matching style.

It maintains the temperature of liquids more than 24 hours
Miniland thermos bottles are really tough and efficient thanks to their double 18/8 
steel (304 steel) wall and their vacuum chamber, so they keep liquids hot or cold 

throughout the day.

Natural motifs design
The natur thermos range has attractive designs inspired by nature, with two models to 
satisfy the tastes of all parents, and a soft to the touch rubbery exterior. In addition, its 
silicone base helps to adhere the thermos to the surfaces and prevent its fall.

Reusable and durable
Made on stainless steel, it can be reused during a long period of time, prolonging 
its span life and contributing to the sustainability of the environment. This way, 
parents can teach the little ones the importance of caring and respecting the world 
they will live in.

Materials endowed with exceptional quality
Made from 18/8 steel (304 steel) which has very low thermal conductivity and 
very good resistance to high temperatures, being the most appropriate material 
for food storage.

Very effective

Triple insulating layer

Anti-drip system To take anywhere

Matching parents and baby

Exceptional quality



natur thermy 89262 | 89263

12h

(450 ml)
89262 chip

(450 ml)
89263 bunny

Very effective

Soft touchTriple insulating layer

Anti-drip system

To take anywhere

Easy cleaning 

Exceptional quality

Perfect for the baby’s meals

Wide mouth

Maintains the temperature of liquids for more than 12 hours
The Miniland thermos are highly resistant and effective thanks to their dual steel wall 

with an exclusive copper layer and their vacuum chamber.

Natural motifs design
The natur thermos range has attractive designs inspired by nature, with two models to 
satisfy the tastes of all parents, and a soft to the touch rubbery exterior. In addition, its 
silicone base helps to adhere the thermos to the surfaces and prevent its fall.

The baby’s meals always ready
Parents can prepare the baby’s food at home and take it anywhere, maintaining the 
desired temperature for many hours.

Reusable and durable
Made on stainless steel, it can be reused during a long period of time, prolonging 
its span life and contributing to the sustainability of the environment. This way, 
parents can teach the little ones the importance of caring and respecting the world 
they will live in.

Materials endowed with exceptional quality
Made from 18/8 steel (304 steel) which has very low thermal conductivity and 
very good resistance to high temperatures, being the most appropriate material 
for food storage.

Easy filling and cleaning
Thanks to its wide mouth natur thermos are very easy to fill, empty and clean.

Bisphenol A free
100% BPA-free.

9

RANGE OF 450ML LIQUID THERMOS IN RUBBERY FINISH WITH 
NATURAL MOTIFS



natur food thermy 89347 | 89348

12h

(600 ml)
89347 chip

(600 ml)
89348 bunny

For any kind of food
and mushes

Exceptional quality

Triple insulating layer

To take anywhere

Easy cleaning 

Very effective

Soft touch

RANGE OF 600ML THERMAL CONTAINERS FOR SOLIDS WITH A 
SPONGY FINISH DISPLAYING NATURE MOTIFS  

For all types of solid foods
With a 600ml capacity, it is ideal for using from early baby foods to all types of solid 
foods.

Reusable and environmentally friendly
natur food thermoses are manufactured in stainless steel which guarantees 
greater length of life while fomenting respect and care for the environment among 
the little ones. 

It maintains the temperature of foods up to 12 hours
They guarantee to maintain the temperature and keep foods for many hours thanks 
to their high-quality materials like the double 18/8 stainless steel (304 steel) wall 
of low thermal conductivity and very good resistance to high temperatures; the 
exclusive aluminum layer and vacuum chamber.

To take anywhere
Whether at the park or beach, in the countryside or traveling, Miniland thermal 
containers are perfect for enjoying every moment without a worry in the world.

Design inspired by nature
With a soft spongy finish, pleasant to the touch, it is printed in fun designs inspired 
by nature, so the little ones learn how to eat in a fun way while respecting the world in 
which they live.

10



pack-2-go naturRound 89267 | 89268

89267 chip

89268 bunny

Dishwasher safe Microwave

Long durability Perfect for freezing
and heating

Easy cleaning 

SET OF ISOTHERMAL BAG AND ROUND GLASS CONTAINERS

Food glass containers for the most delicate ones
This eco-friendly set, ideal for storing and transporting baby’s home-cooked food, 
is made up of 2 300ml glass containers, a resistant and durable material that is 
completely transparent and allows you to see the contents perfectly.

Nature-inspired insulated carrying bag
To carry the containers comfortably everywhere, the set includes an isothermal 
carrying bag, with an insulated interior to help preserve food better, made with 
attractive designs inspired by nature, with two models to meet the tastes of all parents.

Hermetic closing valve
The hermetic opening and closing valve of the lid guarantees the best conservation 
of the food and avoids unwanted spills. In addition, the silicone seal allows to 
preserve flavors and aromas.

Microwave, dishwasher, freezer and even oven safe
Dishwasher and freezer safe. In addition, the base can be used to heat food in 
microwaves and even in the oven, as it is resistant to both extreme temperatures 
and thermal shocks.

Easy to clean
Thanks to the unique surface of the glass, these containers are particularly easy to 
clean. Safe and hygienic.

Bisphenol A free
100% BPA-free containers.

To take anywhere

11



pack-2-go naturSquare 89265 | 89266

89265 chip

89266 bunny

Dishwasher safe Microwave

Long durability Perfect for freezing
and heating

Easy cleaning 

SET OF ISOTHERMAL BAG AND SQUARE GLASS CONTAINERS

The food of the most delicate ones in small glass containers
This eco-friendly set consists of 2 containers of 160 ml glass, a resistant and durable 
material which is completely transparent, allowing to see the contents perfectly. The 
containers are the ideal size to store separately small portions of baby’s home-cooked 
food, milk powder, fruit... and take them anywhere.  

Nature-inspired insulated carrying bag
To carry the containers comfortably everywhere, the set includes an isothermal 
carrying bag, with an insulated interior to help preserve food better, made with 
attractive designs inspired by nature, with two models to meet the tastes of all parents.

Hermetic clip closure
Its lid with side flanges, which produce a soft click when closing them, and its silicone 
gasket, ensure airtightness, for better preservation of food, preserving odors and 
flavors, and preventing unwanted spills.

Microwave, dishwasher, freezer and even oven safe
Dishwasher and freezer safe. In addition, the base can be used to heat food in 
microwaves and even in the oven, as it is resistant to both extreme temperatures and 
thermal shocks.

Easy to clean
These containers are particularly easy to clean thanks to the unique surface of the 
glass. They are also safe and hygienic.

Bisphenol A free
100% BPA-free hermetics.

To take anywhere

12



set 3 naturRound 89271 | 89272

89271 chip

89272 bunny 

SET OF 3 ROUND GLASS CONTAINERS

Food glass containers for the most delicate ones
This eco-friendly set, ideal for storing baby’s home-cooked food, is made up of 3 
300ml glass containers, a resistant and durable material that is completely transparent 
and allows you to see the contents perfectly.  

Hermetic closing valve
The hermetic opening and closing valve of the lid guarantees the best conservation of 
the food and avoids unwanted spills. In addition, the silicone seal allows to preserve 
flavors and aromas.

Microwave, dishwasher, freezer and even oven safe
Dishwasher and freezer safe. In addition, the base can be used to heat food in 
microwaves and even in the oven, as it is resistant to both extreme temperatures and 
thermal shocks.

Easy to clean
Thanks to the unique surface of the glass, these containers are particularly easy to 
clean. Safe and hygienic.

Bisphenol A free
100% BPA-free containers.

Dishwasher safe

Microwave

Long durability

Perfect for freezing
and heating

Easy cleaning 
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set 4 naturSquare 89269 | 89270

89269 chip

89270 bunny

Dishwasher safe

Perfect for freezing
and heating Microwave

Long durability Easy cleaning 

The food of the most delicate ones in small glass containers
This eco-friendly set consists of 4 containers of 160 ml of glass, a resistant and durable 
material which is completely transparent, allowing to see the contents perfectly. The 
containers are the ideal size to store separately small portions of baby’s home-cooked 
food, milk powder, fruit... 

Hermetic clip closure
Its lid with side flanges, which produce a soft click when closing them, and its silicone 
gasket, ensure airtightness, for better preservation of food, preserving odors and 
flavors, and preventing unwanted spills.

Microwave, dishwasher, freezer and even oven safe
Dishwasher and freezer safe. In addition, the base can be used to heat food in 
microwaves and even in the oven, as it is resistant to both extreme temperatures and 
thermal shocks.

Easy to clean
These containers are particularly easy to clean thanks to the unique surface of the 
glass. They are also safe and hygienic.

Bisphenol A free
100% BPA-free hermetics.

14

SET OF 4 SQUARE GLASS CONTAINERS



naturmeal leo 89475

Fun

Learning mug

Made using safe, reliable materials
This tableware set is made from 100% safe materials for use by children and tested 
according to legislation applicable to childcare products and contact with food. The 
set has been manufactured using bamboo fibres, an eco-friendly and very lightweight 
natural material, to teach little ones the importance of caring for the environment and 
respecting the world they’ll be living in.

Full set of tableware
The 5-piece set consists of a flat plate for solid food; a bowl that’s ideal for baby food; 
a fork and spoon in just the right size for baby’s first meals plus a learning cup with 
comfy handles, drinking straw and non-drip sealing system.

Fun for little ones!
Full tableware set with happy patterns to make mealtimes fun. Little children will love 
having their own plate, bowl and cup with their favourite character. 

For learning to eat by themselves
Their small size means the Naturmeal fork and spoon will help little ones learn to eat 
independently. Plus, the learning cup is the perfect option for baby’s first sips, as the 
lightweight side handles make it very comfy and easy to grip with little hands.

Dishwasher safe
All the items in this set can be placed in the dishwasher with complete confidence. 

15

TABLEWARE FOR YOUR BABY’S FIRST MEALS

Dishwasher safe

With wood fibre

Complete

New material 100% safe



naturmeal chip 89476
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Fun

Learning mug

TABLEWARE FOR YOUR BABY’S FIRST MEALS

Dishwasher safe

With wood fibre

Complete

New material 100% safe

Made using safe, reliable materials
This tableware set is made from 100% safe materials for use by children and tested 
according to legislation applicable to childcare products and contact with food. The 
set has been manufactured using bamboo fibres, an eco-friendly and very lightweight 
natural material, to teach little ones the importance of caring for the environment and 
respecting the world they’ll be living in.

Full set of tableware
The 5-piece set consists of a flat plate for solid food; a bowl that’s ideal for baby food; 
a fork and spoon in just the right size for baby’s first meals plus a learning cup with 
comfy handles, drinking straw and non-drip sealing system.

Fun for little ones!
Full tableware set with happy patterns to make mealtimes fun. Little children will love 
having their own plate, bowl and cup with their favourite character. 

For learning to eat by themselves
Their small size means the Naturmeal fork and spoon will help little ones learn to eat 
independently. Plus, the learning cup is the perfect option for baby’s first sips, as the 
lightweight side handles make it very comfy and easy to grip with little hands.

Dishwasher safe
All the items in this set can be placed in the dishwasher with complete confidence. 



naturmeal frog 89455
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Material of origin
100% natural

Complete

TABLEWARE SET MADE FROM NATURAL MATERIALS

Fun for little ones!
Full tableware set with fun frog or chick patterns, to make every mealtime great. 

Full set of tableware
The 5-piece set consists of a flat plate for solid food; a bowl that’s ideal for baby 
food; a fork and spoon in just the right size for baby’s first meals, plus a drinking cup.

For learning to eat by themselves
The specially designed smaller dimensions of the spoon and fork will help little ones 
to learn to eat by themselves. And the little open cup will help them learn to hold it 
properly and drink without spilling. 
It goes perfectly with the other pieces to make mealtimes fun!

Natural materials
Made from 100% natural, long-lasting materials, they’re tough and light, to teach 
little ones the importance of caring for the environment and respecting the world 
they’ll be living in.

Dishwasher and microwave safe
All the items in this set can be placed in the dishwasher with complete confidence.

Dishwasher safe

Fun



naturmeal chick 89456
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Fun for little ones!
Full tableware set with fun frog or chick patterns, to make every mealtime great. 

Full set of tableware
The 5-piece set consists of a flat plate for solid food; a bowl that’s ideal for baby 
food; a fork and spoon in just the right size for baby’s first meals, plus a drinking cup.

For learning to eat by themselves
The specially designed smaller dimensions of the spoon and fork will help little ones 
to learn to eat by themselves. And the little open cup will help them learn to hold it 
properly and drink without spilling. 
It goes perfectly with the other pieces to make mealtimes fun!

Natural materials
Made from 100% natural, long-lasting materials, they’re tough and light, to teach 
little ones the importance of caring for the environment and respecting the world 
they’ll be living in.

Dishwasher and microwave safe
All the items in this set can be placed in the dishwasher with complete confidence.

TABLEWARE SET MADE FROM NATURAL MATERIALS

Material of origin
100% natural

Complete

Dishwasher safe

Fun



naturkid bottles 85395 | 85396

85396 foxy85395 chip
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ECO-FRIENDLY STEEL BOTTLES

To take anywhere

No spills

Made from stainless steel

Name tag

Wide mouth

Materials of exceptional quality
They are manufactured with 18/8 steel (304 steel) on the inside, which has very 
low thermal conductivity and excellent resistance to high temperatures, the most 
appropriate for food preservation.

Reusable and durable 
Since it’s made from stainless steel, it can be used time and time again, contributing to 
the sustainability of the environment. That way, parents will be able to teach their kids 
how important it is to take care of the planet and to respect the world they are going 
to live in. 

A clean mouthpiece anywhere, with no spills
Thanks to its protective cap, the mouthpiece will always be clean and ready to use. It 
also protects against unwanted spills when you’re on the move. 

A fun exterior design
With attractive colours, a fun and original design and a soft rubber feel on the outside, 
they will love it.

Customise it with your name!
The bottles include a tag with a fun leaf shape so we can customise it with our name.

Bisphenol-A free 
100% BPA free.

Soft touch



naturset 2 89457 | 89458

89457 frog

89458 chick
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Dishwasher safe

Perfect for freezing

Easy cleaning

SET OF 2 ECO-FRIENDLY, AIRTIGHT CONTAINERS FOR SOLID FOODS

To take anywhere

Airtight containers for the little ones
This eco-friendly set is ideal for storing home-made baby food. It has two 
containers for all kinds of solid foods, with a 400ml capacity.
The containers come in hard-wearing, organic materials, with an airtight, silicone lid. 

With a silicone lid
Both containers have a silicone lid, guaranteeing food stays ultra-fresh and preserving 
all the flavours and aromas of your home-made meals.

Choose the model you like best
These containers come in two different, nature-themed patterns: a friendly little frog 
and a little chick.

dishwasher safe
The whole set can be cleaned in the dishwasher.

Easy to clean
The smooth surface makes these containers really easy to clean. Safe and hygienic.

Material of origin
100% natural



naturlunch 89459 | 89460

89460 chick

89459 frog

Dishwasher safe

To take anywhere

Material of origin
100% natural

21

With internal divider

For any kind of food
and mushes

Easy cleaning

LITTLE BOX PERFECT FOR LUNCH OR SNACKS

The yummiest food in the best container
This lunchbox is ideal for little ones to take their snacks or food anywhere. Little 
boxes that can be used for all snacks or meals, keeping food super fresh. 

Natural materials
Made with 100% natural, hard-wearing materials to teach little ones the importance 
of caring for the environment and respecting the world they’ll be living in.

Every bit of food in the right place
They’re just the right size to store two types of food, separated into two portions using 
the removable silicone separator.
As you can remove the separator easily, you can shape each compartment to your 
needs, adding more or less to each side.

Airtight lid
The lid has a little silicone band inside to ensure a completely airtight seal, avoiding 
pesky spillages and keeping food fresher for longer, preserving tastes and aromas.

Nature-themed design
The container comes with two gorgeous nature-themed designs: a friendly frog and 
an adorable little chick.

Dishwasher and microwave safe
The whole set can be cleaned in the dishwasher. The base can also be used without 
the lid in the microwave, as it’s resistant to high temperatures and thermal shocks.



wooden bowl 89470 | 89471
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Silicone anti-tipper

Bamboo wood Includes spoon

ECO-FRIENDLY WOODEN BOWL AND SPOON SET

Ideal for BLW

To enjoy the yummiest food
This set includes a bamboo bowl and spoon, a natural, sustainable material, so 
that the little ones can learn to eat independently and learn about respecting 
nature at the same time. 
The spoon has a more delicate, silicone head, to protect baby’s gums and help 
them to eat independently and safely. 

100% natural and sustainable
The bowl and spoon are made from 100% bamboo, and the suction pads and spoon 
head are food grade silicone.

Perfect for baby led weaning!
The bowl has a silicone suction pad on the bottom, so it sticks easily to the highchair 
tray or table. 
This helps little ones begin with baby led weaning, as they won’t be able to throw their 
plate onto the floor by themselves.

Design inspired by nature
As it’s made in natural, sustainable wood, it’s a fun way to help little ones learn about 
eating and respecting the environment. It comes in two different designs: frog and 
chick.



wooden plate 89472 | 89473

89473 chick

89472 frog
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ECO-FRIENDLY WOODEN COMPARTMENTALISED PLATE WITH 
NO-TIP SUCTION BASE

To enjoy the yummiest food
The set includes a plate made from bamboo, a natural, sustainable material, 
to learn to tell the difference between foods, and grow up with respect for the 
environment. 
The plate has three sections, to separate foods and flavours and bring structure 
to mealtimes. 

Perfect for baby led weaning!
The plate has a silicone suction pad on the bottom, so it sticks to the highchair tray 
or table easily. 
This helps little ones begin with baby led weaning, as they won’t be able to throw their 
plate onto the floor by themselves.

Design inspired by nature
As it’s made from bamboo, a natural, sustainable material, it’s a fun way to help little 
ones learn about eating and respecting the environment. It comes in two different 
designs: a frog and a chick.

100% natural and sustainable
The plate is made from 100% wood and the suction pad from food grade silicone.

Silicone anti-tipper

Bamboo wood Ideal for BLW

Compartmented
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natur food thermy insulated container
89347 / 89348

natur thermy insulated bottle

Room temperature: 22ºC
Flask content: water

89262 / 89263

nature bottle
89345 / 89346

Insulated bottles and containers

VACUUM CHAMBER

COPPER COATING

304 STEEL

304 STEEL

RUBBER PAINT

SILICONE

304 STEEL

PP

SILICONE

VACUUM CHAMBER

COPPER COATING

SILICONE

304 STEEL

PP

304 STEEL

304 STEEL

304 STEEL

RUBBER PAINT

PP

304 STEEL

SILICONE

304 STEEL

VACUUM CHAMBER

ALUMINIUM COATING

304 STEEL

RUBBER PAINT

RUBBER PAINT

natur bottle natur thermynatur food thermy



89262-89263 89345-89346
natur thermy natur bottles

89347-89348 85395-85396
natur food thermy naturkid bottles
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pack-2-go  naturSquare pack-2-go  naturRound   naturset 2   naturlunch   
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Glass

4 containers de 160ml

Base

•

Base

9.8x5.2x9.8 cm

Glass

3 containers de 200ml

Base

•

Base

11.5x4.8x11.5 cm

Glass

2 containers de 160ml

Base

•

Base

9.8x5.2x9.8 cm

Glass

 2 containers de 200ml

Base

•

Base

11.5x4.8x11.5 cm

PLA and silicone

2 containers de 400ml

•

10.8x5.5x10.8 cm

PLA and silicone

1L

•

19x6x12.5 cm

TECHNICAL FEATURES

Material of container

Quantity and capacity of the airtight containers

Microwave safe

Dishwasher and freezer safe

Oven safe

Size (width x height x depth)

HERMETIC

ACCESSORIES

Isothermal case

Internal silicone separator

450ml

•

•

19.5x6.9 x6.9 cm

500ml

•

•

24.7x6.9x6.9 cm

TECHNICAL FEATURES

Capacity

Double steel layer

Insulating copper layer

Insulating aluminium layer

Suitable for dishwashers

Size (height x width x depth)

ACCESSORIES

Name label

THERMOS

600ml

•

•

15.9x10.4x10.4 cm

400ml

17x6.5 cm

•

•

•

•



89475 - 89476 89455-89456 89472-89473 89470-89471
naturmeal naturmeal wooden plate wooden bowl

from 6 months old

wood and plastic fibre

•

spoon: 2.3 x 13.5 x 1.8 cm 
fork: 2.9 x 13.5 x 1 cm

from 6 months old

PLA

•

14 x 3,3 cm

from 6 months old

wood and plastic fibre

•

plate: 21.3 x 2 x 21.3 cm 
bowl: 15.4 x 4.3 x 15.4 cm

from 6 months old

PLA

•

plate: 17,8 x 2,27 x 17,8 cm
bowl: 14 x 4,7 x 14 cm

from 6 months old

100% bamboo and silicone 
food grade

•

•

froggy: 22,4 x 26 x 3 cm
chick:  26,3 x 25 x 3

from 6 months old

Wood fibre, plastic
and silicone

•

12 x 13 x 8 cm

from 6 months old

PLA

•

7,8 x 7,91 cm

from 6 months old

100% bamboo and silicone 
food grade

bol froggy: 15 x 15,3 x 5,1 cm
bol chick: 14,6 18,3 x 5,1cm

spoon: 14,3 x 3,5 x 1 cm

SPOON AND FORK SPOON AND FORKPLATE AND BOWL PLATE AND BOWL BOWL AND SPOONPLATELEARNING MUG LEARNING MUG

•

•

•
••

•

26

TECHNICAL FEATURES

Recommended age

Material

Microwave safe

Dishwasher safe

Size (width x height x depth)

FUNCTIONS

Non-drip closure

Learning handles

Straw

Silicone anti-tipper

With internal divider

DINNERWARE



We support you along the way with any 
enquiry you might have

After-sales service

The after-sales service of Miniland is one of our added values and a fundamental part of 
our business strategy.

We offer support tailored to the end users, quickly responding to any enquiry or incident, 
thus releasing our points of sales from these procedures.

For this reason, we request that if any client requires our after-sales service, they be 
encouraged to get in touch with us directly.

After-sales service +34 966 557 775
tecnico@miniland.es
Monday to Friday from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m.

Note: Direct after-sales service is only guaranteed within the Peninsula and Balearic 
Islands. Other users will have to contact their local distributor.

Customer care service

We advise our clients in a personalised way about all of our products and services.

Our team’s manner will always be intimate, agile, and suited to the needs of each client as 
their orders are processed and any questions that may arise answered.

Customer care +34 965 564 950
ventas@miniland.es
Monday to Thursday from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. and from 3 p.m. to 6 p.m.
Fridays from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m.



Pol. Ind. La Marjal I · C/ La Patronal, 10 · 03430 Onil (Alicante) SPAIN · After-sales Service+34 966 557 775 · Customer Service +34 965 564 950

minilandgroup.com


